LIMITED WARRANTY

DATED SALES RECEIPT OR INVOICE MUST BE PROVIDED TO HONOR AUTEL WARRANTY

STANDARD POLICY

Autel warrants to the original end-user customer that its products are free from defects in material and workmanship for a specified period of time depending on product. Autel, at its discretion, either repair or replace warranted products. Replaced products will then be re-certified. All re-certified products will be tested to ensure their hardware and software are functionally equivalent to new products.

The Limited Warranty covers only devices failure. It does not cover any damage to the product (including but not limited to cracked screen, broken case, chemical exposure or liquid damage) as a result of accident, abuse, misuse, natural disaster, insufficient or excessive electrical supply, abnormal mechanical or environmental conditions or unauthorized disassembly, repair or modification. This limited warranty shall not apply if the product was not used in accordance with accompanying instructions or intended use. This limited warranty does not apply to any product with an altered or removed original identification number. This limited warranty covers only repair or replacement of Autel products, it does not cover any damages or losses of any kind resulting from use or misuse of product.

SERVICE PROCEDURE

A defective product may be returned to Autel only after obtaining a Return Goods Authorization (RGA) number from Autel. If a customer has questions or believes it necessary to return the tool for repair, contact your local distributor or Autel technical support to obtain an RGA number and instructions to send the tool to an Autel RGA department for service. The end user is responsible for the cost of returning and shipping to Autel. Tools must be properly packaged to prevent damage during transit. Autel will cover shipping cost of the repaired or replacement tool with the same delivery speed by which it was sent in to Autel. The Autel RGA number must be prominently displayed on the outside of the package. Shipments received by Autel without the RGA number prominently displayed on the package exterior will be returned unopened.

AFTER PURCHASE

The following tools and accessories are covered under Autel Limited Warranty for a period of ONE-YEAR from the date of purchase.

- MaxiSys CV
- MaxiSys MS908S
- MaxiDS D5008S
- AutoLink AL519
- MaxiLink AL301
- MaxiLink AL398
- MaxiVideo MV510
- MaxiTPMS TS401
- MaxiTPMS TS608
- MaxiService EBS301
- DiagLink
- MaxiDiag MD808Pro
- MaxiSys Elite
- MaxiSys MS908
- MaxiSys MS908S
- AutoLink AL301
- MaxiLink AL398
- MaxiLink AL398 HD
- MaxiVideo MV208
- MaxiTPMS TS501
- MaxiCheck Pro
- MaxiService VAG505
- MaxiDiag MD602
- MaxiLink
- MaxiDiag AP100
- MaxiSys MS908 Pro
- MaxiSys MS908S
- AutoLink AL419
- MaxiLink AL609
- MaxiLink AL609-P
- MaxiVideo MV400
- MaxiScope MP408
- MaxiTPMS TS501
- MaxiCheck MX808
- MaxiCheck MX508TS
- MaxiDiag MD608

MX-Sensor (24 months or 24,000 miles, whichever comes first.)

Refer to Autel Update instructions for details on how to register your tool or contact technical support for any questions.
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Whereas the competition provides coverage only for most heavy duty trucks, MaxiSys CV takes it further by providing an extensive coverage from heavy duty trucks to medium and light duty diesels, and from buses to agricultural & industrial machinery. It offers authentically tested and licensed coverage of 60+ vehicles, including Volvo®, Toyota®, Foton Daimler®, Isuzu®, Bendix®, Allison®, Mack® and more. Coverage is also available for vehicle components used by major OEMs including Mack®, Freightliner®, International®, Cummins® and Mercedes Benz®.